[Changes in the general activation level in psychophysiologic studies--II. Values of auditory evoked potentials in relation to impression and perception and heart rate].
In psychophysiology all procedures used are accompanied with changes of general activation level (GAL) of the subjects. In our study these changes are characterized by self-assessment of the internal state and by the mean heart rate (HR) of each period. On the basis of these data group mean auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) were computed. The influence of the GAL on the N 110- and P 190-amplitudes of the AEPs was analysed. There was no effect on the P 190-amplitude whereas the N 110-amplitude shows distinct responses on changes in GAL. These amplitudes diminished when the subjects reported a change of internal state. The diminishing of N 110-amplitudes took place as well at an increase as at a decrease of the internal state factors. Comparing the HR and the N 110 of the AEPs we found an inverse U-shaped dependence. These results are discussed in comparison to the literature. Furthermore a model which could elucidate the observed findings is presented for a critical discussion.